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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

Political Economy of Agricultural Genetics

JEAN-PIERRE BERLAN

Take a software diskette. The little value of this square piece of plastic stems
from manufacturing and sale. But for the tag, there is no visible difference with
a highly priced diskette. The price difference stems from the nonmaterial soft·
ware embodied in the second. Let us now make a thought experiment and copy
the software unto the virgin diskette. For the user, the copied software has the
same "utility" as the original one. But for the software company stockholder the
copied software has no "value" in the sense that it does not bring in any profit.
To avoid this, our society made it illegal to use copied software by creating apro-
tection derived from the patent and copyright system. This distinction between
utility and value is the key to understanding the political economy of agricultural
genetics. '

Now take a grain. It has neither value nor utility. Let us make the thought
experiment of sowing it. The grain becomes a seed. It germinates and the plant
grows, flowers, and produces more grains. Something extraordinary happens:
the original grain has reproduced and multiplied, and it will continue to do
so generation after generation. This characteristic of a seed, to reproduce and
multiply, is the very characteristic of life. During almost the entire human his-
tory, this phenomenon has remained incomprehensible in the double meaning of
the term: it is beyond understanding and beyond seizure. Then, in the nine-
teenth century, breeders and biologists began to postulate that "something"
existed between the grain and the seed and began to build it up. The scientific
method, Cartesian mechanicist reductionism, made it possible to impoverish
this wonder to a single dimension, that of a "genetic program" or "software,"
which has become comprehensible in the peculiar sense that it can be seized,
manipulated, appropriated, and turned into a new source of value. Although
such advancement of our comprehension (knowledge) of life is a matter of
debate, for investors this reduction of life to a unidimensional source of profit
is a triumph, much celebrated for this reason. Those who have capital to in-
vest to take hold of life qua "genetic software" will become "comrne maitres et
possesseurs de la Nature" (Descartes 1637).

But here the farmer is an obstacle. Farming implies, as does any biolog-
ical production, copying and multiplying the corresponding genetic software
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(Berlan and Lewontin 1986). As long as farmers can sow their harvested grain,
the corresponding "genetic software" has no value. 1 Potential returns on capital
invested in this genetic software creation promise to be very high, but reaping
them requires first preventing farmers from sowing their harvested grain. Do-
ing this legally waspolitically unthinkable because it amounted to confiscating a
basic human right.2 Investors had to turn to biological methods to copy-protect
"their" varietal software, namely to breeding sterile varieties.f Achieving such a
goal required that it remains invisible. This is the secret of agricultural genetics.
Space limits us to two case studies of commodification of plant breeding and a
brief discussion of the underlying pattern or model.

25.1 Cereal Breeding in Nineteenth-Century Europe

In 1831, Professor La Casca, curator ofthe Royal Cardens in Madrid, visited Le
Couteur's wheat fields in Jersey. To the gentleman-farmer's dismay, he pointed
out that Le Couteur's fields, instead of being "tolerably pure" (Le Couteur
1836, p. 42), were a mixture of 23 sorts "of which some have been discovered,
through the experimental researches made by the Author, to be three weeks
later in ripening than others" (Le Couteur, p. 42). Such a mixture could not
give the best yield, "for the largest quantity would be obtained when every
ear produced that fine, plump, thin-skinned, coffee-like looking grain which
evidently contain much meal, in a delicate, transparent, thin-coated bran, such
as some Dantzic, selected from the high-mixed produces" (Le Couteur, p. 43).
" o previous writer had yet called the attention of the agricultural world to the
cultivation of pure sorts, originating from one single grain, or a single ear" (Le
Couteur, p. 44). La Casca and Le Couteur were the discoverers of the isolation
method, which is still the basic crop improvement method. This method entails
replacing a population by the best isolated plant, the seeds (i.e., the gene tic
software) ofwhich are multiplied at will.

In fact, Le Couteur codified a practice based on the empirical observation
that cereal varieties "bred true," that is, remained identical from one generation
to the next, provided they had been multiplied from a single grain or ear.
"The old Chidham wheat grown in this country from about 1800 to 1880 or
later was derived from a single ear found growing in a hedge at Chidham
in Sussex" (Percival 1921, p. 78). In Scotland, P. Shirreff developed his wheat
Mungoswell from a plant that had survived the severe 1813 winter exceptionally
well (Evershed 1884). Later,

calling upon a friend in the autumn of 1832, 1 was struck with an ear of wheat
which had been culled from one of his fields on the farm of Drew, East Lothian,
and resolved to propagate from its seeds.... The produce of the ear proved to be
a new variety,which has been named Hopetoun wheat, and which wassold for the
first time in 1839" (Shirreff 1841).

According to Percival, "the variety Fenton, also an excellent sort much culti-
vated during the nineteenth century wasdiscovered by Mr.Hope ofFenton Barns,
Scotland, in a quarry in 1835." (Percival 1921, p. 78)
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During his long career as a breeder with a keen eye to detect "sports," Shirreff
"had the good fortune to raise in his lifetime seven new varieties, which are now
extensively grown in many parts ofBritain" (Darwin 1868, vol. 1, p. 386). Such
varieties bred true: "Mr, Shirreff, and a higher authority cannot be given ... says,
'1 have never seen seed grain which has either been improved or degenerated
by cultivation, so as to convey the change to the succeeding crop' (Darwin 1868,
p.389).

This doctrine received its scientific blessing from Louis de Vilmorin. The
Vilmorin method combined individual selection with progeny testing, thus an-
ticipating the pure-line breeding technique ofthe end ofthe ninteenth century
(Cayon and Zallen 1992). Bygrowingwheat plants isolated in 1836 and 1856for
50 years, he showed that they remained identical in all respects. "This fixityis
shown not only in the characters of the ear but also in all the other characters of
the plant even that of precocity, which would appear to most dependent upon
climate" (Babcock and Clausen 1918, p. 257).

Whatever the theoretical and practical worth of the isolation method, in
the 1860s, new approaches stressing that only continuous selection could im-
prove and maintain the qualities of a variety that "deteriorated" in farmers'
hands gained ground in England and Cermany. These approaches rested on
the continuous character of Darwin's natural selection (1859, 1868).

Like Le Couteur and Shirreff, Hallett in England started from the best sin-
gle grain of the best ear of the best plant (or the best potato, although this is
a vegetatively reproduced species). Unlike them, he repeated the process gen-
eration after generation, growing the selected plants in the best conditions.
Each generation improved over the preceding one. In Darwin's words, "Major
Hallett has gone much farther (than Le Couteur), and by continued selection
of plants from the grains of the same ear, during successive generations, has
made his 'Pedigree in Wheat' (and other cereals) now famous in many quarters
of the world" (Darwin 1868, p. 386).

Major Hallett insisted on his scientific approach. He published articles in
scientific periodicals and agriculturaljournals (for example 1862, 1870, 1882,
1887), ran advertisements in various journals (The Times in 1862 carried a two
pages figure advertisement from his 1862 paper in the Joumal oi the Royal Agricul-
tural Society) to promote his technique and sell his "pedigree" races. Because he
had started in 1857, Hallett claimed that his advance made it a better business
to purchase seeds from his company. The advertisement from The Agricultural
Gazette (October 31, 1881) reproduced here (Figure 25.1) tells the story from
"The scientific discovery of The Law of Development 01Cereals" to the appropria-
tion device by a trademark - regretably "the only means." In 1887, he added, "it
is highly important to purchase fresh seed every year from Brighton where the
selection is continued, and without which no 'breed' of anything can be kept
up" (Halett 1887).

This advertisement not only captured almost a century of breeding but also
announced the next century of genetic triumphs. A careful observer? can see a
signature on the straw. One cannot be sure that it is F.Hallett's (see the blowup)
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although at the same time, Hallett ran an advertisementfor his Chevalier barley
with a tag attached to the ear - again a symbolic claim of his property rights.
This draws our attention to the obvious fact (with hindsight) that claiming one's
right over a living "material" implies that it be identifiable. Hallett's "dream"
of 1881 has final!y come true: the "finger-printing" of living organisms with a
molecular signature becomes common - just like branding cattle with an iron.

The same Darwinian idea of imperceptible and continuous change but-
tressed the German breeding doctrine. It consisted in selecting the "best rep-
resentatives of the varieties they wished to improve in order to be sure to retain
al! of its good features in the new race" (de Vries 1907, p. 47) and repeating
the process year after year. Contrary to Hallett, German breeders grew their
plants under ordinary field conditions, assuming that the environment had no
influence upon heredity. As an improvement technique, this mass selection was
probably inefficient, except in the case of rye, a cross-pollinated species. But
because cultivation was bound to change the composition ofthe breeder's orig-
inal mixture, it was probably correct to claim that such varieties deteriorated in
the farmer's field. G. Liebscher, director of the Góttingen Agricultural Institute
wrote, "varieties will deteriorate unless the greatest care be taken to prevent it,
by always selecting the most conspicuous individuals as the mother plants for
the continued propagation of the variety." (Liebscher 1897, p. 351).

Hugo de Vries (1907), the most famous biologist of the first decade of this
century, understood the reason for the shift to such unstable "breeds":

This assertion has a distinct and deep significance in agricultural practice, and has
gained a great deal of influence in the discussion o/ theoretical questions as weII. (... )
[my italics]. It is easy to see that the gain made by the breeder of a new variety
depends, for a large part, on the acceptance of this proposition. In the varieties
produced by Le Couteur and Shireff, al! seed is of equal vaIue, provided that all
the races are kept pure and free from admixture. Any one can multiply them with
the same success as the original breeder, but on Hallett's principIe all the profit of
the production of reliable seed grain wasgiven into the hands of him who kept the
original pedigree. (de Vries 1907, p. 43)

This held true for the German breeders "since it kept the production of the
seed-grains of his race in his own hands, at least for a long succession of years,
and thereby enabled him to secure very considerable profit. On this account it
is only natural that many breeders of cereals of the present time still adhere to
these old convictions" (de Vries 1907, p. 66).

Before we condemn Hallett's quackery (we have known since 1903 that his
method eliminated al! genetic variations), one should remember that the is-
sues about inheritance were obscure. Modern history and sociology of science
has repeatedly shown that "facts" do not suffice to determine the "right" sci-
entific theory. Many other considerations settle an issue. In the case of an ap-
plied discipline such as agricultural genetics, things are simpler. The scientific
truth must also be value (profit)-creating, as de Vries suggested. Le Couteur
wasa gentleman-farmer interested in improving his crops, whereas Hallett was
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interested in the returns of his breeding enterprise. The latter had no use for
true-breeding varieties. Because the economic nature of breeding had surrep-
titiously changed, plant reproduction had to change. This change was easyto
achieve. Hallett's technique fitted well into the scientific Darwinian viewofgrad-
ual accumulation of small improvements by selection. His method of growing
his plants in the best agricultural conditions so that they could transmit their
vigor and productivity to their offspring fitted the general viewshared byDarwin
(1868, Chap. XXVII) that the environment could directly affect their heredity.
The best science of the times could support the replacement of a sociallyeffi-
cient breeding technique by an inefficient but profit-creating one - a pattern
that "hybridization" repeated on an enlarged scale during the entire twentieth
century.

It was only in 1892 that Haljmaar Nilsson at Svalóf, disatisfied with the
German continuous technique, rediscovered the Vilmorin method (Babcock
and Clausen 1918, p. 293) - the isolation technique. Interestingly, Nilsson's
assignment was to improve the situation of farming in Sweden by improving
yields, not breeders' profits.

25.2 "Hybrid" Corn and "Hybrid" Breeding

Biologists, geneticists, breeders, historians, sociologists, and economists have
celebrated hybrid corn as the triumph ofagricultural research in the twentieth
century (Berlan 1987, pp. 130-8). The story of this "symbol of U.S. agricul-
ture" (Welch 1961) unfolds from the discovery of hybrid vigor or heterosis to
its vigorous implementation thanks to a daring scientific "coup d'etat." On the
suggestion of his son Henry Agard Wallace, the Secretary of Agriculture Henry
C. Wallace made hybridization the official U.S. breeding technique in Febru-
ary 1922 (Crabb 1947, pp. 93-102). One hundred or so hybrid breeders were
recruited to work within a coordinated hybrid research program (Jenkins 1936).
The final success almost 15 years later, although a tour de force.f was a matter
of funding, organization, and administration. From then on, hybrids made it
possible to harvest inestimable additional tons of maize all over the world. In
1946, this increased production, it was claimed, had paid for "the cost of the
Manhattan project," and H. A.Wallace could compare the power ofheterosis to
that of the atomic bombo Harnessing the heterosis power of other species then
became the breeders' twentieth-century paradigm (Pickett and Galwey 1997).
Mangelsdorf forcefully articulated this program in his forecast concluding his
1951 Scientific American celebration of hybrid corn by observing, "the time is
rapidly approaching when the majority of our cultivated plants and domestic
animals will be hybrid forms. Hybrid corn has shown the way. Man has only
begun to exploit the rich 'gift of hybridity" (Mangelsdorf 1951, p. 47).

We have to conquer in a few pages this bastion protected by decades of
scientific claims, supported by powerful institutions from agricultural re-
search to wealthy seed companies, buttressed by advertising and newspaper
reports, and crowned by the scientific economic estimate of an ad aeternam
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return of 7 dollars to each dollar invested in research (Griliches 1958). Fortu-
nately, we know the weak spot of this medieval place forte: confusing value with
utility.

25.2.1 Seeding and Multiplication Rates

Breeders hired to select "hybrids" have focused on yield increase per hectare,that
is,utility. After all, it was this task that the political power had entrusted to them.
This shortsightedness is the immediate source ofa great scientific mystification
of this century. For what a seed company sells and what a farmer buys are not a
yield gain per hectarebut a quantity of "seed,"6 saya quintal. Both are interested
in the gain made by trading a quintal of"seed." Let all units be in quintals of
grain, e being the total gain per quintal of"seed" traded, 6. Y the yield gain per
hectare, 6. C the cost difference between farrner's seed and commercial hybrid
seed per quintal of seed traded, and R the seeding rate (the quantity of seed
sown in quintals per hectare); e is given by:7

e=6.Y/R-6.C (1)

The seed company and the farmer must share the gross gain per quintal of
seed traded. If Il is the seed cornpany's profit and el is the farmer's net gain
(a temporary innovation rent) from trading a quintal of seed (in quintals of
grain), and a and 1 - a are, respectively, the seed cornpany's and the farmer's
share, we have

Il = a6.Y/R (2)

Because the farmer buys the seed, his gain is

el = (1 - a)6.Y/R - 6.C. (3)

He will buy the seed if el > o:

(1 - a)6.Y/R > 6.C. (4)

Dividing both members by Y, the average yield, and rearranging, we obtain

6. Y/Y > 6.CR/Y(l - a), (5)

where 6. Y/Yis r, the profitability threshold (the computed minimum percentage
yieldincrease to induce afarmer to shift to hybrids) and Y/ R is8, the agronomic
multiplication rate ofthe species. Equation (5) be comes

r> 6.C/(l - a)8 (6)

This simple expression summarizes (almost) everything that a hybridizer
should know. Because success is all the more likely, easy, and rapid when r
issmaller, a hybridizer should do the following:

• Increase the efficiency of seed production, that is, reduce 6. C.
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Table 25.1. Estimates ofthe Seeding Rate for Various Crops (United States)

Hybrid Crops Nonhybrid Crops

Maize Sorghum Sunflower Soybeans Wheat Barley

Time of hybrid success
Yíeld
Seeding rate
Multiplication rate

mid-1930s
30-35
0.08

350-400

late 1950s
15

0.08
180

1970s

0.05
300 17 17

1In the 1950s.About30-35now.
(Source: Agricultural Statistics, variousyears).

• Keep IX low by postponing gratification and even incurring losses until farmers
have shifted to hybrids.f

• Pick up high multiplication rate species.

Crops fall into two categories: low «20-25) and high (>250-300) multi-
plication rates (Table 25.1). The threshold will then be 10 to 20 times higher
for certain crops than for others. With data from Table 25.1, and IX = 0.3 and
~ C = 4 q, the computed profit threshold is 1.6% for maize (any breeding pro-
gram, even hybridization, can achieve such a gain) and 33% for wheat, which
is clearly out of reach. Wallaces' hybrid corn. breeders succeeded by chance: They uiere
assigned a high-multiplication-rate crop.

In the name of hybrid vigor (yield gains for the farmer), breeders have at-
tempted for decades to hybridize crops, concentrating on large-market but
low-multiplication-rate crops - particularly wheat, but also soybeans and bar-
ley. Breeders failed for these but succeeded for high-multiplication-rate mi-
nor species (sorghum, sunflower) (Table 25.1). In France, INRA, the public
agricultural research service, claims it is close to success for rapeseed, a high-
multiplication-rate species (500), whereas hybrid wheat, which "was going out
the laboratory" (Rousset 1986) is still stuck, the multiplication rate of wheat in
France being 40. These full-sized breeding experiments confirm that the mul-
tiplication rate is the key to the success of a hybridization programo Hybrid vigor
or heterosis supposedly responsible for yield gains are, in practice, irrelevant.
What is, then, its function?

25.2.2 Heterosis and Hybrid Vigor

25.2.2.1 Are "Hybrids" Hybrid?

Hybrid vigor, it is asserted, led to hybrid corno It is true that agronomists at ex-
periment stations had attempted to use "hybrid vigor" - the empirical fact that
crossing unerelated materials often produced offspring displaying a higher gen-
eral vigor (or some other specific characteristic) than their parents - to increase
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maize yield. Influenced by Darwin's work, Beal (1876, 1880) at the University
of Michigan successfully tried to take advantage of the empirical hybrid vigor
by crossing corn varieties "distant of at least 100 miles." This scheme was spo-
radically tested and offered by various experiment stations, the most thorough
attempts being those ofMorrow and Gardner (1893, 1894) at the University of
Illinois, who suggested that farmers set up a breeding plot to produce varietal
hybrids. But these agronomists' attempts to induce farmers to take advantage
of an empirical hybrid vigor to increase yield by growing their own varietal hy-
brids have almost nothing incommon with Shull's "pure-line method in corn
breeding."

In fact, Shull's "pure-line method in corn breeding" (title of his second
seminal article, inJanuary 1909) extended the La Casca-Le Couteur-Vilmorin-
Nilsson isolation method to a cross-pollinated species, maize. This had a crucial
consequence. When read carefully, the very first sentence ofShull's first seminal
article, "The Composition of a Field of Maize" tells everything:

Whilemost of the newer scientific results showthe theoretical importance of the iso-
lation methods, and practical breeders have demonstrated the value of the same in
the improvement of many varieties, the attempt to employ them in the breeding of
Indian corn hasmet withpeculiar difficulties,owing to the fact that self-fertilization,
or even inbreeding between much wider than individuallimits, results in deterio-
ration. (1908, p. 296)

Isolation methods consist in replacing a set of plants by a single selectedone. In
the case of self-pollinated species, they lead to true-breeding varieties - the last
thing investors and breeders want. But in the case of a cross-pollinated species
such as maize, isolation leads to what investors crave, "deteriorating" varieties.
Afield ofmaize made up of genetically identical plants will as any field ofmaize
physically cross-fertilize. But, genetically, this amounts to a self-fertilization on a jield
seale. The following generation will suffer from the "universally observed dete-
rioration in self-fertilized maize" (ShuIl1908, p. 297). Shull's method made it
"necessary to go back each year to the original combination, instead of select-
ing from among the hybrid offspring the stock for continued breeding" (Shull
1908, p. 299). He had solved the breeders' historie value problem.

The year 1900 saw the "rediscovery" of Mendel's laws. Shull was studying
inheritance on maize, a plant easy to work with because the female and male
flowers are separated. In the course of his self-fertilization experiments, he
realized that self-fertilizing corn would eventually lead, according to Mendel's
law of segregation, to "pure-lines," to homozygous jixed plants. He imagined
then that a field of maize was a population of plants, each one combining two
of such "elementary species" - an "idea that was (not) new, for de Vries in his
little book on "Plant Breeding" presents this view" (Shull 1908, p. 301). It led
him to the "unexpected suggestion for a new method of corn breeding" (1909,
p. 52), namely, "to find and maintain (i.e., to jix) the best hybrid combination."
This method consisted first in producing (fixed) pure-lines by self-fertilization
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and crossing them to have a set of (fixed) maize plants and second in selecting the
best (fixed) plant from this artificially fixed, scaled-down model of the natural
population.

Shull did not address farmers but rather breeders: he presented his founding
articles before the American Breeders' Association annual convention to peo-
pie "who dealt with the business of heredity," whereas agronomists, including
East, until he became a Harvard professor in 1909, wrote in experiment station
publications for an agricultural constituency. Briefly stated, the two techniques
have nothing in common, be it foundations (empiricism versus science), ac-
tors (agronomists versus geneticists), constituencies (farmers versus breeders),
ends (public interest versus appropriation), mode of legitimation (yield in-
crease versus science, namely Mendelism plus Darwinism) with the exception
of one point, the necessity to select to increase yield. But what was an end for
agronomists, became a means for geneticists and breeders.

Briefly stated, Shull's pure-line method has nothing to do with hybrids and
hybridization. His sterifixation technique was a dialectical triumph: (1) the use
of self-fertilization (or inbreeding) depression in the farrner's field to make
sterile varieties, and (2) isolation of a more [ertile (productive) plant thanks
to selection-fixation programo Shull's method only required variations - the
cause ofwhich was irrelevant - and a method to fix them (i.e., the Mende\ian
stratagem of pure-lines). Shull could not tell the truth. For his "farmers' friends,"
he stressed the supposed yield-increasing virtues of his discovery. In this regard,
his method was less than convincing.

FROM THE PURE-LINE METHOD IN CORN BREEDING TO HYBRIDS. Let us make
the thought experiment ofturning Shull's "magnificent design" into "practical
reality" (Mangelsdorf 1951 p. 42). Starting from a single ear of corn with only
100 seeds and with only 100 seeds at each generation, after 6 generations of
self-fertilization to get our pure-lines, we have 1014 pure-lines, which represents
10 times U.S. maize production. This is because we cannot select during the
inbreeding process inasmuch as good lines are ones that gives a good plant
and not the ones that carry any identifiable phenotypic character. Now we have
to cross these lines in any order to get our fixed maize plants. After 8 years
of work we have 1028 fixed plants, the seeds of which are carefully bagged,
tagged, and stored to be tested to select the best. The sun will have finished
burning when we have completed this selection programo Shull's "magnificent
design" was impractical because it implied the search with no logical rule of
extremely rare combinations that "nick." The only solution was to make "as
many self-fertilizations as practical" (Shull1909), hoping that by some miracle
two "nicking" lines would occur. For cost reasons, the random sample of lines
used to build up the scaled-down fixed model of the natural population frorn
which the best plant is isolated had to be very smal!. The yield gain to be
expected from this sterifixation scheme could only be correspondingly small.
As stated recently by CIMMYT breeders, "In the preliminary phases of hybrid
development, inbred lines were tested for productivity and combining ability
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by crossing all inbreds in all possible combinations. It was soon realized that
for a few hundred inbred lines, the single cross diallel was virtually impossible
because of the large number of crosses required" (McLean et al. 1997, p. 26).

Suppose now we have found two lines that "nick". Because the seed-bearing
plant is an inbred pure-line that suffers from self-fertilization depression and
produces little seed, we cannot produce seeds economicallyl''

Finally, Shull's method was tuming its back on the two basic breeding prin-
cipies: "breed from the best" and "like engenders like." Here was a method
that required destroying the com plant for at least six generations in the hope
that such debased parentalstock might generate a vigorous offspring. Only
credulous maize breeders tried his method - and failed.

In the case of true-breeding species, implementing the isolation technique
did not require a theory as to why some plants were more vigorous and pro-
ductive than others - why plants differed. Such was the case with Shull's maize
sterifixation technique. Whatever the reason for the conspicuous variations of a
com field, the isolation method required fixing part of these variations and iso-
lating the best fixed plant. This strength proved to be a weakness. Why should
one go through the ordeal of sterifixing maize to improve it when evidence was
accumulating that maize could be improved by selection? Shull had overlooked
that he needed an overwhelming biological argument to support such an un-
likely method, one that would make it the only one to improve com. Cenes of a
cross-pollinated species had to have special characteristics.

At this juncture, the agronomist Edward East, who worked at the Illinois
Agricultural Experiment Station from 1900 to 1905 and the Connecticut Ex-
periment Station until 1909, offered him this very argumento East tumed the
correlation between the loss of heterozygosity during self-fertilization and its
recovery in crosses into a causal explanation: hybridity, heterozygous genes,
caused a "stimulation to development" (East 1909). This theory is known as
overdominance. There was a cost: Shull's pure-line method became the hybrid
one. Shull had to share "the monument I (Shull) could have raised to myself
which could be worthy to stand with the best biological work of recent times"
(Shull to East, March 3,1908, inJones 1945, p. 224). He brushed offthe gadfly
by remarking, "1care very little for the question of priority. What we are more
concerned in is the triumph of the truth and especially of useful truth" (italics
in original; Shull to East, February 1909, inJones 1945, p. 226). This lesson in
scientific ethics was enough to intimidate his younger rival: "1 freely admit,"
answered East, "that your paper of 1908 (The Composition 01 a field 01maize) gave
me the first idea ofinbreeding separating the biotypes and that on this hinged
the whole matter" (East to Shull, February 9, 1909, inJones 1945, p. 226).

In 1910, these leading geneticistswentinto asecret "gentleman's agreement"
(Crabb 1947, p. 50). In 1942, after East's death, Shull described it: "He and 1
agreed between us that we would not enter into any personal controversy about
priority, in order not to impede the progress of the hybrid com program"
(Crabb 1947, p. 51). As to East, he made the link with a skeptical agronomists'
community: "This takes nothing away from Doctor East, as there can be no
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doubt that there would have been a still greater lag between the proposal of
my 'pure-line method' and its full fruition had he and his students notjumped
in so vigorously and effectively to promote it" (Shull in Crabb 1947, pp. 50-1).
Why did Shull finally accept to share the monument he was planning to raise
to himself?

On November 6, 1910, Science published a letter by a British geneticist Bruce
offering a mathematical model of the decline of vigor during selfing and its
recovery in crosses. A few days later, Keeble and Pellew, also British, offered the
corresponding experimental evidence. Because corn is a botanical curiosity in
England, British geneticists were interested in "pure science." The two power-
fui American geneticists were fighting bitterly over a revolutionary breeding
technique for the emblematic American crop. The British theory was a lethal
threat to their revolutionary sterifixation technique, for mass selection would
be more efficient. At the famous symposium of the American aturalists titled
the Genotype Hypothesis (December 28-29, 1910), Shull rallied East's theory
of hybrid vigor and grafted it unto his invention, devoting half of his paper to
refute (rather to distort) Bruce's Mendelian model without giving the reference.

Bruce's model was "overlooked more frequently than it should have been,
in view of its importance" (Richey 1945). In fact, it disappeared. It took Shull
4 years to mastermind the concept of heterosis and fill the void. Instead of
the alternative between the British geneticist's Mendelian dominance model of
hybrid vigor and East's non-Mendelian overdominance (the stimulating effect
of hybridity), the increased vigor was attributed to "the effective differences be-
tween uniting gametes ... due to anything else than Mendelian genes, as well
as the differences caused by such Mendelian genes, if the latter were not indi-
vidually analysable as Mendelian genes" (Shull 1911, 1948, p. 441). Heterosis
became a general biological phenomenon and a research programo

The first success of this research program wasJones' (East's student) "pseudo-
overdominance." At last, heterosis got a not implausible Mendelian basis, al-
though no data supported the model (Jones 1917). The following year,Jones'
double-cross overcame (apparently) the problem of producing seed on a de-
pressed and low-yielding pure-line (Jones 1918). The road was cleared. Hetero-
sis scientifically imposed the implementation of Shull's expropriation technique
to improve corn for the sake of general interest. Hybrid corn looked feasible.
What was required was an all-out effort of the state to socialize the immense
costs of searching pure-lines that "nicked." Wallaces' scientific coup d'état elim-
inated more efficient alternative improvement techniques. After nearly 15years
ofunprecedented public research mobilization, breeders succeeded in extraer-
ing fixed plants that were consistently better than the farmers' open-pollinated
corn left in its pre-1920 genetic state. In 1926, Henry A. Wallace, the future
New-Deal secretary of agriculture, founded Pioneer, still the largest (hybrid)
seed company. Public hybridizers, happy with their apparent task of improving
corn, never realized that heterosis was, like the famed prophecy, selJjulfilling,
nor that it was their breeding work that made it, nor that their task, the hybrid
improvement of maize, was a means, and not the end, they thought. Quite to
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the contrary, they eaierly strove to repeat the same "miracle" in other species
(VassaI1993).

Briefly stated, with heterosis, a social relationship between men took the
fantastic form of a relation between genes.lO

25.3 The Enclosures of "Life"

Hybridization is not a crop improvement technique. It is an expropriation and
appropriation scheme. Investors impose the most profitable technique, not
the most useful one. It entails high sociallosses (Figure 25.2).

Yield loss / stems from the inefficiency of an expropriation technique at im-
proving crops as compared with improvement techniques (for a given effort of
R&D).

Yield loss /l. f!. e is the difference in seed production costs between sterifix
varieties and self-reproducing varieties. Producing (hybrid) seeds implies spe-
cific costs such as producing inbred lines, double sowing, double harvesting,
detasselling, and so on. These costs are necessary to build up a copy-protected
(self-destroying) gene tic combination. f!.e then measures the costs of expropria-
tion. The farmer (i.e., we), in effect, pays for his or her (our) own expropriation.
ex measures the costs of appropriation, namely, the overcosts of proprietary soft-
ware as compared with free software: management, marketing, and sale efforts
to set up a monopolistic market structure for the proprietary genetic software
to provide a high profit rate - again at our expense.

I YIELD
GAINS

Trend 01apparent yield gains
with sterifix varieties

Begining of the sterifixation
program. More efficient

"free" alternative techniques
are abandoned

Diffusion of"hybrids"
begins

Hybrids have replaced "free"
varieties

Figure 25.2. Three types of production loss due to a sterifixation programo
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We can lump together our two sources of losses by writing Eq. (6) differ-
ently to distinguish apparent gains I' from real gains I' - él e/ (1 - a)9. If we
consider the example of hybrid wheat breeding in France, a 12 g/ha apparent
yield gain brought about by hybrid seed (a 15% yieldjump, which a selection
program will take a long, long, time to achieve) would translate into a real
gain of only a few quintals per hectare because total overcosts are estimated at
8-10 g/ha (this does not include the increased production costs of this 15%
apparent yield gain). The use of a scientific vocabulary such as sterifix instead
of hybrid would have revealed immediately the mystification. Because wheat is
a naturally fixed species, it is not necessary to fix it to improve it. What is left
is sterility. No one will deny that this is what interests the corporate investors-
the Monsantos, Cargills, Shells, Pioneer-DuPonts, Novartis, and others - that
have taken over agricultural genetics during the last two decades.

Yield loss lII. The seed cost difference él e entails a discontinuous rate of
yield gain. With "free" (self-reproducing) varieties, in Eq. (6) él e = O. A farmer
will adopt immediately any variety bringing about a gain. Improvement is con-
tinuous along a trend line. When a sterifixation program begins, improvement
programs must stop to pave the way to the less-efficient sterifixation technique.
Thus, in the United States, 12-15 years of exclusive hybrid selection were nec-
essary to overcome the profitability threshold. In the meantime, there wasno
improvement.l!

To be a source of value, life qua "gene tic software" implies the enclosures
of a common good, the faculty of life to reproduce and multiply. This socially
costly process appears to take place according to the following pattern.

First, in a capitalist society, investors decide the direction of technological
change. They choose what is most profitable, here sterility breeding, and not
what is most useful. Second, investors' decisions must appear as nature- or
biology-dictated. Science provides the corresponding evidence. Third, because
science has hidden the wolf of value and profit under the sheepskin of gen-
eral interest (utility), the socially costly privatization of this common good can
be done at taxpayer's expense. Public breeding disguises sterile varieties as
more fertile ones.: Last, final success wipes out all tracks of this self-fulfilment
process. This process is again under way with genetically modified organisms
(GMOs).

This revisiting of our experience with agricultural genetics may offer some
insights into what goes on in the twin applied-biology field, medical careoThe
gene tic-industrial complex "Doctrine of DNA" (Lewontin 1993) is preparing
minds for the new paradigm of the gene theory of disease while the Human
Genome Project is socializing its cost. Predictive medicine is turning any healthy
person into a potentially sick one and in effect expanding the health market
to its Iimit, which is exactly what "hybrids" did for the "seed" market. Once
again, investors are pushing the most profitable, and here destructive (no social
security system will resist this individual view of health) course at the expense
of our future well-being.
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We cannot count on biologists to resist a course that gives them power,
status, and money. But this goes deeper than crass interests. Let us again read
Descartes, the founder of modern science, in the third part of the Discours: "Ma
troisieme maxime était de tácher toujours plutót a me vaincre que la fortune,
et a changer mes désirs que l'ordre du monde" (Descartes 1637, p. 53).
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l. Even ifbreeder's rights are in force (Berlan 1983, Berlan and Lewontin 1986).
2. This is the crucial difference between computer and genetic software.
3. The patent granted to the U.S. Department of Agriculture for "public" research

and to a private company in March 1998 for a transgenic technology to make
second-generation seed biologically sterile confirms this theoretical analysis. The
new element is that the gene tic-industrial complex now feels powerful enough to
state its objective. Farmers are gone, seed firms are part of powerful agrochemical
and pharmaceutical corporations and "Life," reduced to strings of DNA, has lost
its holy character.

4. M. Gensou ofINRA drew my attention to this writing.
5. On this tour de force, see Hayes 1963.
6. The occasional use of quotation marks is to remind the reader that "seeds" have

a dual nature of seed software and seed grain or seed diskette.
7. With figures corresponding to the middle 30's in the United States (L'> y = 4,

R= 0.08, L'>e = 4), the net gain from the shift is 46 quintals of grain per quintal of
seed - a large gain that sets the maximum exchange value of a quintal of "hybrid"
seed.

8. To grab market shares; to trap farmers into "hybrids." Once farmers have shifted
to hybrids the variable setting the profit becomes the much larger loss incurred if
they use second-generation seed (their only alternative to hybrid seed).

9. Jones' double-cross scheme (1918) combining four lines A, B, C, and D in a two-
stage crossing procedure solved, it is claimed, this problem. The first step provided
single crosses such as A x B and C x D (or A xC and B x D, etc.), and these single-
crosses would then be combined into a double-cross AB x CD (or AC x BD etc.).
The seed-bearing plant is a normal maize plant that has recovered its vigor and pro-
duces seeds economically. AlthoughJones' "rniraculous" success may have solved
the seed production problem, it made matters much worse: we have to combine
four lines in any order instead of two. With only 100 lines, Shull's original single-
cross scheme required testing 4,950 plants, butJones' double-cross scheme mul-
tiplied this number 2,500 times! The double-cross scheme is unable to improve maize.
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If it did, it is because, by chance,jones' final cross combined in a Bealian fashion
two different gene pools. This use of "genetic diversity" turned out to be the key to
unlock the inefficiency of a sterifixation scheme at increasing yield (Hayes 1964,
Chapter 7).

One realizes why the terms "single cross" and "double cross hybrid" have misled
plant breeders into endless discussions about hybridity, heterosis, and the like.
Biologically, a (single cross) hybrid is an ordinary corn plant, no more, no less
"hybrid" than any corn plant; a double cross hybrid is a population with a reduced
polymorphism since a maximum of four different alleles are possible for each
gene. So that the double cross technique contradicts Shull's insight extending the
isolation method - replacing a population by a single plant - to maize! The biolog-
ical objects (an ordinary corn plant, a population with reduced polymorphism-
both reproducible by the breeder only, thanks to the stratagem of pure-lines) are thus
confused with the method (crossing pure lines in a one- or two-step procedure)
to obtain them. What would one think of a chef confusing a dish with the method
(steam, grilled, étouffé etc.) to cook it?

10. Not surprisingly, heterosis is still unexplained as shown by the 1997 CIMMYI
(Centro International de Mejoramento de Maize y Trigo) symposium "Heterosis
in crops." Symposium announcement: "we atuallyunderstand relatively little about
the genetics, physiology, biochemistry or molecular bases of hybrid vigor." A num-
ber of contributors concurred.

"Even though heterosis has been in the forefront of our thinking for many
years, the phenomenon is not much better understood today than it was when
Gowen's famous book on heterosis was published 45 years ago" (Phillips 1997,
p. 350). "The genetic mechanisms underlying heterosis are largely unknown"
(Coors 1997, p. 170). "What do we really know about the biological basis and
mechanisms underlying heterosis? Very little." (Lee 1997, p. 110: "the causal fac-
tors for heterosis at the physiological, biochemical, and molecular levels are today
almost as obscure as they were at the time of the Conference on Heterosis held in
1950 (Stuber 1994)" (Stuber 1997, p. 108).

11. From 1921 to 1946, a period of "hybrid" development and diffusion, wheat yield
increased almost twice as rapidly as corn yield (Berlan 1987, pp. 225-32). The
miracle of heterosis was for "seed" companies, not farmers nor consumers.
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